Abstract. For a Dirac operator Dḡ over a spin compact Riemannian manifold with boundary (X, g), we give a natural construction of the Calderón projector and of the associated Bergman projector on the space of harmonic spinors on X, and we analyze their Schwartz kernels. Our approach is based on the conformal covariance of Dḡ and the analysis of the complete conformal metric g = g/ρ 2 where ρ is a smooth function on X which is equal to the distance to the boundary near ∂X. We then show that 1 2
Introduction
Let (X, g) be a compact spin Riemannian manifold with boundary, and denote by (M, h) its boundary with the induced spin structure and Riemannian metric. Let also Dḡ denote the associated Dirac operator acting on the spinor bundle Σ over X. The purpose of this paper is to clarify some aspects of the interaction between the space of smooth spinors of Dḡ on X which are harmonic in the interior, and the space of their restrictions to the boundary. More precisely, we will examine the orthogonal projectors on these spaces in L 2 sense, the operator of extension from the boundary to a harmonic spinor, and its adjoint. Before stating our results in the general case, let us review the situation for the unit disc where one can give explicit constructions for these objects.
Example: the unit disc. Keeping the notation (X,ḡ) for the closed unit disc in C equipped with the Euclidean metric and M = S 1 , let H := {φ ∈ C ∞ (X); Dḡφ = 0}, H ∂ := {φ| M ; φ ∈ H} where for the moment Dḡ = ∂ is the Cauchy-Riemann operator. The functions z k , k ≥ 0 clearly are dense in H with respect to the L 2 norm. Their restrictions to the boundary e ikt , k ≥ 0, span the space of those smooth functions whose Fourier coefficients corresponding to negative frequencies vanish. The orthogonal projection P H ∂ onto the L 2 -closure of H ∂ is easily seen to be pseudodifferential; if A = −id/dt is the self-adjoint Dirac operator on M , then P H ∂ is the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer projection on the non-negative part of the spectrum of A, whose kernel is given by (2π(1 − zw)) −1 with respect to the measure dt where w = e it . Let K : C ∞ (M ) → C ∞ (X) be the operator which to φ |M ∈ H ∂ associates φ, extended by 0 on the orthogonal complement of H ∂ . Then K has a smooth kernel on X × M where X = int(X)
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(1) K(z, w) = 1 2π(1 − zw) with respect to the standard measure on the circle, where w = e it . This kernel extends to X × M with a singularity at the boundary diagonal {(z, w); z = w}. If we set z = (1 − x)e i(t+y) , ρ := x 2 + y 2 we see that the leading term of the singularity is ρ −1 , moreover K(z, w) admits a power series expansion near ρ = 0. The coefficients live on the "polar coordinates", or blow-up space which will play an essential role in the rest of this paper. The adjoint of K, denoted by K * , has a smooth kernel on M × X with respect to the standard measure 1 2i dz ∧ dz, given formally by (1) . This has the same type of singularity as K near {z = w}. The kernel of K * K on M × M is given by
which is the kernel of a classical pseudo-differential operator of order −1 (actually given by 1 2 P H ∂ (|D t | + 1) −1 ). The remaining composition KK * has a smooth kernel on X × X given by (2π(1 − zw)) −1 with respect to the Euclidean measure in w. This kernel extends to X × X with the same type of singularity as in the case of K and K * , only that now the singular locus is of codimension 3, and there are two, instead of one, extra boundary hyperfaces. To finish our example, consider the projector on (the closure of) H. Its kernel with respect to 1 2i dw ∧ dw is 1 π(1 − zw) 2 which is of the same nature as the kernel of KK * but with a higher order singularity.
Harmonic spinors on manifolds with boundary. One can extend the above example to higher complex dimensions. One direction would be to study holomorphic functions smooth up to the boundary, however in this paper we will consider another generalization. Let thus X be a compact domain in C n , and Dḡ = ∂ + ∂ * acting on Λ 0, * X. A form is called harmonic if it belongs to the nullspace of Dḡ. Then the above analysis of the operators K, K * and of the projection on the space of harmonic forms can be carried out, describing the singularities of the kernels involved. In fact, even more generally, we will consider the Dirac operator Dḡ acting on the spinor bundle Σ over a compact spin manifold X with boundary M . We assume that the metric g on X is smooth at the boundary but not necessarily of product type (which would mean that the gradient of the distance function ρ to the boundary were Killing near the boundary). We then denote by H(Dḡ) and H ∂ (Dḡ) the space of smooth harmonic spinors and the Cauchy data space of Dḡ respectively, H(Dḡ) := {φ ∈ C ∞ (X; Σ); Dḡφ = 0}, H ∂ (Dḡ) := {φ| M ; φ ∈ H(Dḡ)} and let H(Dḡ) and H ∂ (Dḡ) be their respective L 2 closures. When the dependence on Dḡ is clear, we may omit Dḡ in the notations H(Dḡ), H ∂ (Dḡ) for simplicity. We denote by P H and P H ∂ the respective orthogonal projectors on H (that we call the Bergman projector ) and H ∂ (the Calderón projector ) for the L 2 inner product induced by g and g| M . Let K : L 2 (M, Σ) → L 2 (X, Σ) be the Poisson operator, i.e. the extension map which sends H ∂ to H, that is, DḡKψ = 0 and Kψ| ∂X = ψ for all ψ ∈ H ∂ , and denote by K * : L 2 (X, Σ) → L 2 (M, Σ) its adjoint. The main results in this paper concern the structure of the Schwartz kernels of these operators, which also gives new proofs for some known results. Let us remark that the construction of the orthogonal projector P H ∂ called here Calderón projector, and its applications, have been a central subject in the global analysis of manifolds with boundary since the works of Calderón [9] and Seeley [43] , [44] . The Calderón projector of Dirac-type operators turned out to play a fundamental role in geometric problems related to analytic-spectral invariants. This was first observed by Bojarski in the linear conjugation problem of the index of a Dirac type operator [7] . Following Bojarski, Booss and Wojciechowski extensively studied the geometric aspect of the Calderón projector [6] . The Calderón projector also appears in the gluing formulae of the analytic-spectral invariants studied in [40] , [42] , [28] , [32] since the use of the Calderón projector provides us with more refined proofs of these formulae in more general settings. We also refer to [12] , [13] for an application of the Calderón projector of the Spin C Dirac operator, and a recent paper of Booss-Lesch-Zhu [5] for other generalizations of the work in [6] . Extensions of the Calderón projector for non-smooth boundaries were studied recently in [31] .
Polyhomogeneity. Before we state the main results of this paper, let us fix a couple of notations and definitions. If W and Y are smooth compact manifolds (with or without boundary) such that the corner of highest codimension of W ×Y is diffeomorphic to a product M ×M where M is a closed manifold, we will denote, following Mazzeo-Melrose [34] , by W × 0 Y the smooth compact manifold with corners obtained by blowing-up the diagonal ∆ of M × M in W × Y , i.e. the manifold obtained by replacing the submanifold ∆ by its interior pointing normal bundle in W × Y and endowed with the smallest smooth structure containing the lift of smooth functions on W × Y and polar coordinates around ∆. The bundle replacing the diagonal creates a new boundary hypersurface which we call the front face and we denote by ff. A smooth boundary defining function of ff in W × 0 Y can be locally taken to be the lift of d(·, ∆), the Riemannian distance to the submanifold ∆. On a smooth compact manifold with corners W , we say that a function (or distribution) has an integral polyhomogeneous expansion at the boundary hypersurface H if it has an asymptotic expansion at H of the form
for some J ∈ N 0 := {0} ∪ N, a non-decreasing function α : Z → N 0 , and some smooth functions q j, on int(H), where ρ H denotes any smooth boundary defining function of H in W . Theorem 1. Let (X, g) be a smooth compact spin Riemannian manifold with boundary M . Let K be the Poisson operator for Dḡ and let K * be its adjoint. Then the following hold true:
(1) The Schwartz kernels of K, K * and KK * are smooth on the blown-up spaces X × 0 M , M × 0 X, respectively X × 0 X with respect to the volume densities induced by g. (2) The operator K * K is a classical pseudo-differential operator of order −1 on M which maps L 2 (M, Σ) to H 1 (M, Σ), and there exists a pseudo-differential operator of order 1 on M denoted by (K * K) −1 such that the Calderón projector P H ∂ is given by (K * K) −1 K * K. In particular, P H ∂ is classical pseudo-differential of order 0.
(3) The Bergman orthogonal projection P H from L 2 (X, Σ) to H is given by K(K * K) −1 K * and its Schwartz kernel on X × 0 X is smooth except at the front face ff where it has integral polyhomogeneous expansion as in (2) with α ≤ 3.
Note that an alternate description of these kernels in terms of oscillatory integrals is given in Appendix B.
Our method of proof is to go through an explicit construction of all these operators which does not seem to be written down in the literature in this generality for the Dirac operator, although certainly some particular aspects are well known (especially those involving the Calderón projector P H ∂ , see [6] ). We use the fundamental property that the Dirac operator is conformally covariant to transform the problem into a problem on a complete non-compact manifold (X, g) conformal to (X, g) obtained by simply considering X := int(X) and g := g/ρ 2 where ρ is a smooth boundary defining function of the boundary M = ∂X which is equal to the distance to the boundary (for the metric g) near ∂X. This kind of idea is not really new since this is also in spirit used for instance to study pseudoconvex domains by considering a complete Kähler metric in the interior of the domain (see , Fefferman [15] , Cheng-Yau [10] , Epstein-Melrose [14] ), and obviously this connection is transparent for the disc in C via the Poisson kernel and the relations with the hyperbolic plane. One of the merits of this method, for instance, is that we do not need to go through the invertible double of [6] to construct the Calderón projector and thus we do not need the product structure of the metric near the boundary. We finally remark that the bound α ≤ 3 in (3) of the Theorem is almost certainly not optimal, we expect instead α ≤ 1 to be true.
Conformally covariant operators.
We also obtain, building on our previous work [24] , Theorem 2. There exists a holomorphic family in {λ ∈ C; (λ) ≥ 0} of elliptic pseudodifferential operators S(λ) on M = ∂X of complex order 2λ, invertible except at a discrete set of λ's and with principal symbol icl(ν)cl(ξ)|ξ| 2λ−1 where ν is the inner unit normal vector field to M with respect toḡ, such that (a)
where D M denotes the Dirac operator on M , and
By using the existence of ambient (or Poincaré-Einstein) metric of Fefferman-Graham [16, 17] , this leads to the construction of natural conformally covariant powers of Dirac operators in degree 2k + 1 on any spin Riemannian manifolds (M, h) of dimension n, for all k ∈ N 0 if n is odd and for k ≤ n/2 if n is even. We explicitly compute L 1 .
Corollary 3. Let (M, h) be a Riemannian manifold of dimension n ≥ 3 with a fixed spin structure, and denote by scal, Ric and D the scalar curvature, the Ricci curvature, and respectively the Dirac operator with respect to h. Then the operator L 1 defined by
D is a natural conformally covariant differential operator:
ifL 1 is defined in terms of the conformal metricĥ = e 2ω h.
Cobordism invariance of the index and local Wodzicki-Guillemin residue for the Calderón projector. As a consequence of Theorem 2 and the analysis of [24] , we deduce the following Corollary 4. Let (X, g) be a smooth compact spin Riemannian manifold with boundary M .
(1) The Schwartz kernel of the Calderón projector P H ∂ associated to the Dirac operator has an asymptotic expansion in polar coordinates around the diagonal without log terms. In particular, the Wodzicki-Guillemin local residue density of P H ∂ vanishes. (2) When the dimension of M is even, the spinor bundle Σ splits in a direct sum
As far as we know, the first part of the corollary is new. It is known since Wodzicki [45] that the global residue trace of a pseudo-differential projector of order 0 vanishes, however the local residue density does not vanish for general projectors (e.g. see [18] ). What is true is that the APS spectral projector has also vanishing local residue, a fact which is equivalent to the conformal invariance of the eta invariant. For metrics of product type near the boundary the Calderón and APS projectors coincide up to smoothing operators; thus our result was known for such metrics.
The second statement is the well-known cobordism invariance of the index for the Dirac operator; there exist several proofs of this fact for more general Dirac type operators (see for instance [1, 38, 30, 41, 8] ) but we found it worthwhile to point out that this fact can be obtained as a easy consequence of the invertibility of the scattering operator. In fact, a proof of cobordism invariance using scattering theory for cylindrical metrics has been found recently by Müller-Strohmaier [39] , however their approach does not seem to have implications about the Caldéron or Bergman projectors.
More general operators. Our approach does not seem to work for more general Dirac type operators. However it applies essentially without modifications to twisted spin Dirac operators, with twisting bundle and connection smooth on X. For simplicity of notation, we restrict ourselves to the untwisted case.
Dirac operator on asymptotically hyperbolic manifold
We start by recalling the results of [24] that we need for our purpose. Let (X, g) be an (n + 1)-dimensional smooth complete non-compact spin manifold which is the interior of a smooth compact manifold with boundary X. We shall say that it is asymptotically hyperbolic if the metric g has the following properties: there exists a smooth boundary defining function x of ∂X such that x 2 g is a smooth metric on X and |dx| x 2 g = 1 at ∂X. It is shown in [19, 27] that for such metrics, there is a diffeomorphism ψ :
where > 0 is small, U is an open neighborhood of ∂X in X and h(t) is a smooth oneparameter family of metrics on ∂X. The function ψ * (t) will be called geodesic boundary defining function of ∂X and the metric g will be said even to order 2k + 1 if ∂ 2j+1 t h(0) = 0 for all j < k; such a property does not depend on ψ, as it is shown in [22] . The conformal infinity of X is the conformal class on ∂X given by
x is a boundary defining function of X}.
On X there exists a natural smooth bundle 0 T X whose space of smooth sections is canonically identified with the Lie algebra V 0 of smooth vector fields which vanish at the boundary ∂X, its dual 0 T * X is also a smooth bundle over X and g is a smooth metric on 0 T X.
Consider the SO(n + 1)-principal bundle 0 o F (X) → X over X of orthonormal frames in 0 T X with respect to g. Since X is spin, there is a Spin(n + 1)-principal bundle 0 s F (X) → X which double covers 0 o F (X) and is compatible with it in the usual sense. The 0-Spinor bundle 0 Σ(X) can then be defined as a bundle associated to the Spin(n + 1)-principal bundle 0 s F (X), with the fiber at p ∈ X 0 Σ p (X) = ( 0 s F p × S(n + 1))/τ where τ : Spin(n + 1) → Hom(S(n + 1)) is the standard spin representation on S(n + 1)
. If x is any geodesic boundary defining function, the unit vector field x∂ x := ∇ g log(x) is a smooth section of 0 T X. The Clifford multiplication cl(x∂ x ) restricts to the boundary to a map denoted by cl(ν), independent of the choice of x, satisfying cl(ν) 2 = −Id which splits the space of 0-spinors on the boundary into ±i eigenspaces
The Dirac operator D g associated to g acts in L 2 (X, 0 Σ) and is self-adjoint since the metric g is complete. Let us denote byĊ ∞ (X, 0 Σ) the set of smooth spinors on X which vanish to infinite order at ∂X. We proved the following result in [24, 
Using this result, in [24] we were able to solve the following boundary value problem
The solution σ ± (λ) of Proposition 6 is constructed in Lemma 4.4 of [24] as a sum
with the additional property that it is analytic in { (λ) ≥ 0, λ / ∈ N/2}. Since R ± (λ) are analytic in { (λ) ≥ 0}, this shows that σ ± (λ) is analytic in the same domain, and we have D g σ ± (0) = 0. Since this will be useful below, we recall briefly the construction of the approximate solution σ ∞,± (λ) near the boundary from Lemma 4.4 in [24] . The principle is to write the Dirac operator near ∂X in the product decomposition [0, ) x × ∂X
where D h 0 is the Dirac operator on the boundary for the metric h 0 and P is a first order differential operator with smooth coefficients which in local coordinates (x, y) near the boundary can be written
for some smooth sections P j of 0 Σ ⊗ 0 Σ * . Consequently, one has for any ψ ± ∈ C ∞ (∂X, 0 Σ ± ) and k ∈ N 0 the indicial equation
is holomorphic near λ = 0. From this, using formal series and Borel lemma, it is easy to see that one can construct near λ = 0 a spinor σ ∞,± (λ) ∈ x n 2 −λ C ∞ (X, 0 Σ), holomorphic near λ = 0, solving (6) whose formal Taylor series is determined locally and uniquely by ψ ± .
Let σ ± (λ) be the spinor of Proposition 6 (thus depending on ψ), we can then define linear Poisson operators and scattering operators
. We extend the definition of E ± (λ) to the whole bundle 0 Σ by setting that it acts by 0 on 0 Σ ∓ . Then from Proposition 4.6 of [24] , the Schwartz kernel
where R ± (λ; m, m ) is the Schwartz kernel of R ± (λ). We can also define
The main features of S(λ), also proved in Section 4.3 of [24] , are gathered in Proposition 7. For (λ) ≥ 0 and λ / ∈ N/2, the operator S(λ) depends on the choice of the boundary defining function x but changes under the laŵ
ifŜ(λ) is the scattering operator defined using the boundary defining functionx = e ω x for some ω ∈ C ∞ (X). Moreover S(λ) ∈ Ψ 2λ (∂X, 0 Σ) is a classical pseudodifferential operator of order 2λ, and its principal symbol is given by
where h 0 = (x 2 g)| T ∂X . If λ ∈ iR, S(λ) extends as a unitary operator on L 2 (∂X, 0 Σ), its inverse is given by S(−λ) and extends meromorphically in { (λ) ≥ 0, λ / ∈ N/2} as a family of classical pseudo-differential operators in Ψ −2λ (∂X, 0 Σ). Finally S(λ) is self-adjoint for λ ∈ (0, ∞).
The conformal change law and the invertibility are easy consequences of the definition of S(λ) and the uniqueness of the solution σ ± (λ) in Proposition 6, the pseudodifferential properties and the meromorphic extension are more delicate and studied in Section 4.3 of [24] . In particular, by letting λ → 0 in (4), we deduce easily the following Proposition 8. Let ψ ∈ C ∞ (∂X, 0 Σ), then σ := E(0)ψ is a harmonic spinor for D, which lives in x n 2 C ∞ (X, 0 Σ) and has the following behavior at the boundary
Remark from Proposition 7 that S(0) * = S(0) −1 = S(0) and so the operator
is an orthogonal projector on a subspace of L 2 (∂X, 0 Σ) for the measure dv h 0 where h 0 = (x 2 g)| T ∂X . Notice from (11) that, under a change of boundary defining functionx = e ω x, the operator C changes according to conjugationĈ = e ω 0 . Now we want to prove that the range of E(0) acting on C ∞ (∂X, 0 Σ) is exactly the set of harmonic spinors in x n 2 C ∞ (X, 0 Σ).
Proof. First let us write ψ = ψ + + ψ − with ψ ± ∈ 0 Σ ± . Then we construct the approximate solution σ ∞,+ (λ) of (6) associated to ψ + . Let us set φ + (λ) := σ ∞,+ (λ) and φ − (λ) :
As in the proof of Proposition 6, we have
and in particular, since all the terms in the composition on the right hand side are holomorphic near λ = 0, we obtain that
Now we use Green's formula on a region {x ≤ } for > 0 small and by letting → 0 we deduce easily from (9) that
Consequently, we have proved that E + (0)ψ + = φ + (0)+φ − (0) = φ. A similar reasoning shows that E − (0)ψ − = φ and this achieves the proof.
As a corollary we deduce that S(0)ψ = ψ for ψ as in Proposition 9, so Theorem 10. The following identity holds for C =
3. Dirac operator on compact manifolds with boundary 3.1. Calderón projector and scattering operator at 0. Now we let Dḡ be the Dirac operator on a smooth compact spin manifold with boundary (X, g), and we denote by Σ the spinor bundle. We recall that the Cauchy data space of Dḡ is given by
i.e. it is the space of boundary values of smooth harmonic spinors on X for Dḡ. The orthogonal Calderón projector P H ∂ is a projector acting on L 2 (∂X, Σ) and whose range is the L 2 -closure H ∂ . Booss and Wojciechowski [6] studied Fredholm properties of boundary value problems for Dirac type operators on manifolds with boundary, they found that if P is a pseudo-differential projector on the boundary, the operator D
is Fredholm if and only if P • P H ∂ : H ∂ → ran(P ) is Fredholm, and their indices agree. One of the main problems in this setting is to construct Calderón projectors, there exist methods by Wojciechowski [6] which use the invertible double construction, but a special product structure near the boundary has to be assumed. Our purpose is to construct the Calderón projector in a general setting for the Dirac operator using its conformal covariance and the scattering theory of Dirac operators on asymptotically hyperbolic manifolds developed in [24] . Let x be the distance to the boundary, which is smooth near ∂X, and modify it on a compact set of X so that it becomes smooth on X, we still denote it by x. Define a metric g conformal to g by g := x −2 g, this is a complete metric on the interior X which is asymptotically hyperbolic. The associated Dirac operator D is related to Dḡ by the conformal law change
Notice that this formula appears with a wrong exponent in several places in the literature, e.g. [25, Prop. 1.3] , [29, Thm. II.5.24] . Let 0 Σ be the rescaled spin bundle defined in Section 2, then there is a canonical identification between Σ and 0 Σ. We deduce that the Cauchy data space may also be given by
Combining this and Theorem 10, we obtain Theorem 11. The L 2 -closure of the Cauchy data space H ∂ is given by the range of C =
Remark that no assumption is needed on the geometry of (X, g) (this was needed for instance for the double construction in [6] ).
Another consequence of our construction is that S(0) anti-commutes with the endomorphism cl(ν) of Section 2 and thus Proposition 12. The operator C satisfies −cl(ν) C cl(ν) = Id − C, in other words, the L 2 -closure of the Cauchy data space H ∂ is a Lagrangian subspace in L 2 (∂X, 0 Σ) with respect to the symplectic structure (v,
This immediately implies that H ∂ and H ⊥ are both isotropic subspaces in L 2 (∂X, 0 Σ), which completes the proof.
3.2.
Calderón projector and the operator K. By Propositions 8 and 9, the extension map K :
where E(0) is the operator defined in (10) for the Dirac operator D associated to g = g/x 2 .
The adjoint E(0) * of E(0) with respect to dv g is a map fromĊ
Here h 0 denotes the metric over ∂X given by the restriction of g to the bundle T ∂X. Similarly the adjoint of K with respect to the metric dv g satisfies
and since dv g = x −(n+1) dv g , we obtain
where the adjoint for E(0) is with respect to g while the adjoint for K is with respect toḡ. The Schwartz kernels of E(λ), E * (λ) and R ± (λ) are studied in [24] . They are shown to be polyhomogeneous conormal on a blown-up space. Let us now describe them, by referring the reader to the Appendix for what concerns blown-up manifolds and polyhomogeneous conormal distributions. The first space is the stretched product (see for instance [34, 33] where it was first introduced)
obtained by blowing-up the diagonal ∆ ∂ in the corner, the blow-down map is denoted by β : X × 0 X → X × X. This is a smooth manifold with corners which has 3 boundary hypersurfaces: the front face ff obtained from blowing-up ∆ ∂ , and the right and left boundaries rb and lb which respectively project down to X × ∂X and ∂X × X under β. One can similarly define the blow-ups
which are manifolds with 1 corner of codimension 2 and 2 boundary hypersurfaces: the front face ff obtained from the blow-up and the left boundary lb which projects to ∂X × ∂X for X × 0 ∂X, respectively the front face ff and right boundary rb for ∂X × 0 X. We call β l , β r the blow-down maps of (13) and we let ρ ff , ρ lb and ρ rb be boundary defining functions of these hypersurfaces in each case. Notice that the two spaces in (13) are canonically diffeomorphic to the submanifolds {ρ rb = 0} ⊂ X × 0 X and {ρ lb = 0} ⊂ X × 0 X. Like in Section 3.2 in [24] , the bundle 0 Σ 0 Σ * lifts smoothly to these 3 blown-up manifolds through β, β l and β r , we will use the notation
for these bundles. The interior diagonal in X × X lifts to a submanifold ∆ ι in X × 0 X which intersects the boundary only at the front face (and does so transversally). Then it follows from [24, Prop 3.2] that the resolvent R ± (λ) has a Schwartz kernel R ± (λ; m, m ) ∈ C −∞ (X × X; E) which lifts to X × 0 X to a polyhomogeneous conormal distribution on
Combined with Theorem 11, this structure result on R ± (λ) implies Corollary 13. The Schwartz kernel of the Calderón projector P H ∂ associated to the Dirac operator has an asymptotic expansion in polar coordinates around the diagonal without log terms. In particular, the Wodzicki-Guillemin local residue density of P H ∂ vanishes.
Proof. Using Theorem 11, it suffices to show that S(0) has this property. From [24, eq (4.10), Sec. 3], the kernel of S(λ) is given outside the diagonal by
Since a boundary defining function x of X × ∂X in X × X lifts to β * x = ρ rb ρ ff F for some F > 0 smooth on X × 0 X (and similarly β * x = ρ lb ρ ff F for some smooth F > 0), one can use (14) to obtain β * ((xx )
Restricting to x = x = 0, y = y corresponds to restricting to the corner lb ∩ rb which is cannonically diffeomorphic to
and thus the pull-back β * ∂ S(λ) of the kernel of S(λ) has an expansion in polar coordinates at ∆ ∂ with no log terms after setting λ = 0.
From (9), we deduce that the kernel E(λ; m, y ) of E(λ) lifts to
where we used the identification between {ρ rb = 0} ⊂ X × 0 X and X × 0 ∂X. Here, obviously, this is the kernel of the operator acting from
So we deduce that the Schwartz kernel
Similarly, for K we have
When it is clear, we may omit 0 Σ in the notations 
, so in particular this implies that
as operators. Using the isometry
). Now by (14) , the Schwartz kernel of x 
We may then use Theorem 3.25 of Mazzeo [33] to conclude that it is bounded on L 2 (X, dv g ), and it is even compact according to Proposition 3.29 of [33] . As a conclusion, K * is bounded from L 2 (X, dv g ) to L 2 (∂X, dv h 0 ) and K is bounded on the dual spaces. The fact that the range of K * is contained in H ∂ comes directly from a density argument and the fact that for all ψ ∈ C ∞ (X; 0 Σ),
is a smooth harmonic spinor of Dḡ on X.
The operator K * K acts on L 2 (∂X, dv h 0 ) as a compact operator, we actually obtain Lemma 15. The operator K * K is a classical pseudo-differential operator of order −1 on ∂X and its principal symbol is given by
Proof. According to (16) and Lemma 28, the operator K = lf (M × X E). We can therefore apply Proposition 30 to deduce that K * K ∈ Ψ −1 (M ; E) is a classical pseudo-differential operator of order −1 on M . Moreover, from Proposition 30, the principal symbol is given by
where hat denotes Fourier transform in the variable ξ and σ K * (y, ξ, µ), σ K (y; ξ, µ) are the principal symbols of K * , K. We have to compute for |µ| large the integral above. We know from [24] that the leading asymptotic in polar coordinates around ∆ ∂ (or equivalently the normal operator at the front face) of K = 1 2 x −n/2 E(0) at the submanifold ∆ ∂ is given in local coordinates by
where ρ := (x 2 + |z| 2 ) 1/2 is the defining function for the front face of X × 0 M . To obtain the symbol, we need to compute the inverse Fourier transform in (x, z) variables of the homogeneous distribution ρ −n−1 (x + cl(ν)cl(z)). To do this, we use the analytic family of L 1 tempered distributions ω(λ) = ρ −n−1+λ for (λ) > 0. We have
for R := |(ξ, µ)|. This allows us to compute F(xω(λ)) and F(z j ω(λ)), which turn out to be regular at λ = 0. Thus by setting λ = 0 we get after a short computation
. Use the fact that the Fourier transform of the Heaviside function is πδ − i ξ . Then
in the sense of principal value for (ξ − ξ ) −1 . The first term gives |µ| −1 . In the second term, by symmetry in ξ, ξ , only the term π −2 icl(ν)cl(µ) R 2 (RR ) −2 dξdξ contributes, and it gives i|µ| −2 cl(ν)cl(µ). This ends the proof.
In fact, we could also compute the principal symbol using the push-forward approach but the computation is slightly more technical.
We deduce easily from the two last lemmas , which is classical pseudo-differential of order 1, then one has (K * K) −1 A = 4Id, and multplying this identity by C on the right, we obtain the claim.
3.3. The orthogonal projector on harmonic spinors on X. We will construct and analyze the projector on the L 2 (X, dv g )-closure H(Dḡ) of
For this, let us now define the operator 
We want to show that P extends to a bounded operator on L 2 (X, dv g ) and study the structure of its Schwartz kernel. We first use the following composition result which is a consequence of Melrose's push-forward theorem [35] . The definition of polyhomogeneous functions and index sets is recalled in Appendix A.
where |dv g ⊗ dv g | is the Riemannian density trivializing Ω(X × X) induced by g. 
b ) with
So using Lemma 29, we deduce that A • B has a kernel which lifts to M × 0 X as an element in
The index set H rb must in fact be 1 2 since the dual of this composition maps C ∞ (M ; 0 Σ) into C ∞ (X; 0 Σ) (with respect to the density |dvḡ| 1 2 ). Now the operator K has a kernel lifted to
b ) thus using Lemma 29 (and the same argument as above to show that the index set is 1 2 at lb, rb), we deduce that the lift k P of the Schwartz kernel of P is polyhomogeneous conormal on X × 0 X, and the index set of k P satisfies (as a b-half-density)
Now this completes the proof since the lift of the half-density |dv g ⊗ dv g | dv g ) and is the orthogonal projector on the L 2 -closure of the set of smooth harmonic spinors for Dḡ on X, that is, P = P H .
Corollary 19. The operator
P = K(K * K) −1 K * is bounded on L 2 (X,
Proof. Let
acting onĊ ∞ (X; 0 Σ), then it suffices to prove that P extends to a bounded operator on L 2 (X, dv g ). But, in terms of half-densities, the half density |dv g ⊗
and Theorem 18 shows that the Schwartz kernel of P lifts on X × 0 X to a half-density k P β * (|dv g ⊗ dv g | 1 2 ) where
It is proved in Proposition 3.20 of Mazzeo [33] that such operators are bounded on L 2 (X, dv g ).
To conclude, we know from Corollary 17 that P is the identity on the range of K acting on C ∞ (∂X; 0 Σ), which coincides with the space of smooth harmonic spinors for Dḡ on X, and we also know that P vanishes on ker(K * ) = Im(K) ⊥ , so this achieves the proof.
Conformally covariant powers of Dirac operators and cobordism invariance of the index
In this section, we define some conformally covariant differential operators with leading part given by a power of the Dirac operator. The method is the same as in Graham-Zworski [20] , using our construction of the scattering operator in Section 2. Since this is very similar to the case of functions dealt with in [20] , we do not give much details. Let (X, g) be an asymptotically hyperbolic manifold with a metric g, and let x be a geodesic boundary defining function of ∂X so that the metric has a product decomposition of the form g = (dx 2 +h(x))/x 2 near ∂X as in (3).
. If the metric g is even to infinite order, the operator S(λ) := S(λ)/C(λ) is finite meromorphic in C, and it is holomorphic in { (λ) ≥ 0}. Moreover for k ∈ N 0 , the operator L k := S(1/2 + k) is a conformally covariant self-adjoint differential operator on ∂X with leading part cl(ν)D Proof. The first statement is proved in Corollary 4.11 of [24] . The last statement about S(1/2 + k) is a consequence of the construction of σ ± (λ) in Proposition 6, by copying mutatis mutandis the proof of Theorem 1 of Graham-Zworski [20] . Indeed, by construction, the term σ ∞,± satisfying (6) has a Taylor expansion at x = 0 of the form
for all k ∈ N where p j,λ are differential operators acting on C ∞ (∂X, 0 Σ) such that
are holomorphic in { (λ) ≥ 0} and depend in a natural way only on the tensors (∂ x h(0)) ≤j . Following Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.6 in [20] , the operator Res λ=1/2+k S(λ) is also equal to −Res λ=1/2+k (p 2k+1,λ ). The computation of S(1/2) is then rather straightforward by checking that
using the indicial equation (8) and the decomposition (7).
A first corollary of Lemma 20 is the cobordism invariance of the index of the Dirac operator. Proof. By topological reasons, we may assume that X is also spin and that the spin structure on M is induced from that on X. Using the isomorphism between the usual spin bundle Σ(X) and the 0-spin bundle 0 Σ(X) in Section 2, we see that D h 0 can be considered as acting in the restriction of the 0-spin bundle 0 Σ to M . Since the odd-dimensional spin representation is chosen such that cl(ν) = iω, the ±i eigenspaces of cl(ν) on 0 Σ(X)| M correspond to the splitting in positive, respectively negative spinors defined by ω on Σ(M ). We have seen that S(1/2) = cl(ν)D h 0 . Then by the homotopy invariance of the index, it suffices to use the fact that S(λ) is invertible for all λ except in a discrete set of C, which follows from Lemma 20 and Proposition 7.
We refer for instance to [1, 38, 30, 41, 8] 
Notice that by considering the disjoint union M 2 := M M instead of M , one sees that either M or M 2 can be realized as the boundary of a compact manifold with boundary X. Fefferman and Graham [16, 17] proved that for any (M, [h 0 ]) which is the boundary of a compact manifold X, there exist Poincaré-Einstein manifolds associated to (M, [h 0 ]). Moreover writing g = (dx 2 + h(x))/x 2 for a geodesic boundary defining function x, the Taylor expansion of the metric h(x) at M = {x = 0} is uniquely locally (and in a natural way) determined by h 0 = h(0) and the covariant derivatives of the curvature tensor of h 0 , but not on the Poincaré-Einstein metrics associated to (M, [h 0 ]). If M is spin, we can always construct a Poincaré-Einstein (X := [0, 1] × M, g) associated to M 2 with a spin structure induced naturally by that of M . 
is conformally covariant with respect to h 0 in the following sense: if ω ∈ C ∞ (M ) andĥ 0 = e 2ω h 0 , thenL
ω L 1 e n−3 2 ω whereL 1 is defined as above but using the metricĥ 0 instead of h 0 .
Proof. The existence of the operator L 1 with the above covariance property is already established, we are now going to compute it explicitly. The asymptotic expansion of the Poincaré-Einstein metric g = x −2 (dx 2 + h x ) at the boundary is given in [17] by
We trivialize the spinor bundle on (X, g) from the boundary using parallel transport along the gradient vector field X := ∂ x . Let us write the limited Taylor series of Dḡ in this trivialization:
Use the conformal change formula
valid in dimension n + 1. The idea from [20] is to use the formal computation giving the residue of the scattering operator at λ = 
and
, we can renormalize later and the constant C k is irrelevant in the computation. Recall that spinors in the ±i eigenspaces of cl(ν) are denoted with a ± symbol.
Lemma 24. The conformally covariant operator of order 3 from Corollary 22 is given on by (20) and (21) we derive by a straightforward computation the identity (22) on negative spinors. The same formula is obtained when we start with ω 
.
Proof. We write U, V for the scalar product with respect to the g metric, and ∇ for the Riemannian connection. Notice that for U, V vectors tangent to the {x = x 0 } slices, and for A defined by the identity P (U, V ) = h 0 (AU, V ), we have
Let U, V be local vector fields on M . We first extend them to be constant in the x direction with respect to the product structure (0, ) x × M . Then
which implies that the vector fieldŨ
is parallel with respect to X modulo O(x 3 ). Let (U j ) 1≤j≤n be a local orthonormal frame on M . Then (X,Ũ 1 , . . . ,Ũ n ) is an orthonormal frame on (0, )×M up to order O(x 4 ) and parallel with respect to X to order O(x 3 ). To compute the Dirac operator of g, we use the trivialization of the spinor bundle "from the boundary" given by the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalisation of this frame with respect toḡ, which introduces an extra error term of order O(x 4 ) (therefore harmless). Notice that
Then we compute from the Koszul formula
We continue the computation at a point p assuming that the frame U j is radially parallel from p, in particular at p we have (∇
e., at p the vector fields U j are just the coordinate vectors of the geodesic normal coordinates. Then the coefficient of 
From the local formula for the Dirac operator [4, Eq 3.13] we obtain
It follows that D 0 is just the Dirac operator for h 0 . For D 1 , we could additionally assume that at p, the vectors U j are eigenvectors of A, thus D 1 = 1 2 tr h 0 (A)cl(X) which in view of the definition of P (recall that A is the transformation corresponding to P with respect to h 0 ) implies after a short computation the first formula of the lemma.
We also get
but in the first term the action of U j at p clearly coincides with the covariant derivative (the frame is parallel at p) so we get the advertised formula. As for the second term, it turns out to vanish miraculously because of the coefficients inside P . Indeed, due to the Clifford commutations we first check that the sum where j, i, k are all distinct vanishes. The remaining sum is given at p by
which in invariant terms reads
where δ ∇ is the formal adjoint of the symmetrized covariant derivative with respect to h 0 . It is known that
and from
we get the result.
This lemma ends the proof of the theorem by using (22) .
Appendix A. Polyhomogeneous conormal distributions, densities, blow-ups and index sets
On a compact manifold with corners X, consider the set of boundary hypersurfaces (H j ) m j=1 which are codimension 1 submanifolds with corners. Let ρ 1 , . . . , ρ m be some boundary defining functions of these hypersurfaces. An index set E = (E 1 , . . . , E m ) is a subset of (C × N 0 ) m such that for each M ∈ R the number of points (β, j) ∈ E j with (β) ≤ M is finite, if (β, k) ∈ E j then (β + 1, k) ∈ E j , and if k > 0 then also (β, k − 1) ∈ E j . We define the seṫ C ∞ (X) := {f ∈ C ∞ (X); f vanishes to all orders on each H j }.
Its dual C −∞ (X) is called the set of extendible distributions (the duality pairing is taken with respect to a fixed smooth 1-density on X). Conormal distributions on manifolds with corners were defined and analyzed by Melrose [35, 36] , we refer the reader to these works for more details, but we give here some definitions. We say that an extendible distribution f on a manifold with corners X with boundary hypersurfaces (H 1 , . . . , H m ) is polyhomogeneous conormal (phg for short) at the boundary, with index set E = (E 1 , . . . , E m ), if it is smooth in the interior X, conormal (i.e. if it remains in a fixed weighted L 2 space under repeated application of vector fields tangent to the boundary of X) and if for each s ∈ R we have
where V j is a smooth vector field on X that takes the form V j = ρ j ∂ ρ j + O(ρ 2 j ) near H j . This implies that f has an asymptotic expansion in powers and logarithms near each boundary hypersurface. In particular, near the interior of H j , we have
for every s ∈ R, where a (z,p) is smooth in the interior of H j , and a (z,p) is itself polyhomogeneous on H j . The set of polyhomogeneous conormal distributions with index set E on X with values in a smooth bundle F → X will be denoted by A E phg (X; F ). Recall the operations of addition and extended union of two index sets E 1 and E 2 , denoted by E 1 + E 2 and E 1 ∪E 2 respectively:
In what follows, we shall write q for the index set {(q + n, 0) | n = 0, 1, 2, . . . } for any q ∈ R. For any index set E and q ∈ R, we write E ≥ q if (β) ≥ q for all (β, j) ∈ E and if (β, j) ∈ E and (β) = q implies j = 0. Finally we say that E is integral if (β, j) ∈ E implies that β ∈ Z.
On X, the most natural densities are the b-densities introduced by Melrose [35, 36] . The bundle Ω b (X) of b-densities is defined to be ρ −1 Ω(X) where ρ = j ρ j is a total boundary defining function and Ω(X) is simply the usual smooth bundle of densities on X. In particular a smooth section of the b-densities bundle restricts canonically on each H j to a smooth bdensity on H j . The bundle of b-half-densities is simply ρ and it is a one-to-one correspondence, giving by duality the same statement for extendible distributions.
Appendix B. Compositions of kernels conormal to the boundary diagonal
In this section, we introduce a symbolic way to describe conormal distributions associated to the diagonal ∆ ∂ inside the corner of X × X, X × ∂X, or ∂X × X. In particular, we compare the class of operators introduced by Mazzeo-Melrose (the 0-calculus) to a natural class of pseudo-differential operators we define by using oscillatory integrals. We will prove composition results using both the push-forward Theorem of Melrose [35] and some classical symbolic calculus. We shall use the notations from the previous sections.
B.1. Operators on X. We say that an operator K :Ċ ∞ (X) → C −∞ (X) is in the class
is the sum of a smooth function K ∞ ∈ C ∞ (X × X) and a singular kernel K s supported near ∆ ∂ , which can be written in local coordinates (x, y, x , y ) near a point (0, y 0 , 0, y 0 ) ∈ ∆ ∂ under the form (here x is a boundary defining function on X and y some local coordinates on ∂X near y 0 , and prime denotes the right variable version of them)
where a is a smooth classical symbol of order s ∈ R in the sense that it satisfies for all multi-indices α, α , β
where m = (x, y) ∈ R + × R n and ζ := (ξ, ξ , µ) ∈ R × R × R n . The integral in (24) makes sense as an oscillatory integral: we integrate by parts a sufficient number N of times in ζ to get ∆ N ζ a(m, m ; ζ) uniformly L 1 in ζ; of course we pick up a singularity of the form (x 2 + x 2 + |y − y | 2 ) −N by this process but the outcome still makes sense as an element in the dual ofĊ ∞ (X × X). If X is an open manifold extending X, such a kernel can be extended to a kernel K on the manifold X × X so that K is classically conormal to the embedded closed submanifold ∆ ∂ . Therefore our kernels (which are extendible distributions on X × X) can freely be considered as restriction of distributional kernels acting on a subset of functions of X × X, i.e. the setĊ ∞ (X × X) which corresponds to smooth functions with compact support included in X × X. Standard arguments of pseudodifferential operator theory show that we can require that K s in charts is, up to a smooth kernel, of the form
Indeed, it suffices to apply a Taylor expansion of a(x, y, x , y ; ζ) at ∆ ∂ = {x = x = y−y = 0} and use integration by parts to show that the difference obtained by quantizing these symbols and the symbols of the form a(y, ζ) is given by smooth kernels. We say that the symbol a is classical of order s if it has an asymptotic expansion as
where a j are homogeneous functions of degree s − j in ζ. It is clear from their definition that operators in I s (X × X, ∆ ∂ ) have smooth kernels on (X × X) \ ∆ ∂ . Let us consider the diagonal singularity of K when its symbol is classical.
Lemma 26. An operator K s ∈ I s−n−2 (X × X, ∆ ∂ ) has a kernel which is the sum of a smooth kernel together with a kernel which is smooth outside ∆ ∂ and has an expansion at ∆ ∂ in local coordinates (x, y, x , y ) of the form
, (x, x , y − y ) := Rω and K j , K j,1 are smooth.
Proof. Assume K has a classical symbol a like in (25) . First, we obviously have that for any N ∈ N, K ∈ C N (X × X) if s < −N . Let us write t = s − n − 2, then we remark that for all y, the homogeneous function a t−j (y, .) has a unique homogeneous extension as a homogeneous distribution on R n+2 of order t − j if s / ∈ j − N 0 (see [26, 
with respect to all variables if χ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R n+2 ) equals 1 near 0, while the Fourier transform F(χB N ) and F(χA N ) have the same regularity and are smooth since the convolution of F(χ) with a homogeneous function is smooth. This implies the expansion of K at the diagonal when t / ∈ Z. For the case t ∈ Z, this is similar but a bit more complicated. We shall be brief and refer to Beals-Greiner [3, Chap 3.15] for more details (this is done for the Heisenberg calculus there but their proof obviously contains the classical case). Let us denote δ λ the action of dilation by λ ∈ R + on the space S of tempered distributions on R n+2 , then any homogeneous function f k of degree −n − 2 − k ∈ −n − 2 − N 0 on R n+2 can be extended to a distribution f k ∈ S satisfying (27) 
for some P k ∈ S of order k supported at 0. This element P k is zero if and only if f k can be extended as a homogeneous distribution on R n+2 , or equivalently
According to Proposition 15.30 of [3] , the distribution f k has its Fourier transform which can be written outside 0 as
where L k is a homogeneous function of degree k on R n+2 \ {0} and M k a homogeneous polynomial of degree k. Thus reasoning as above when t / ∈ Z, this concludes the proof. It can be noted from (28) that in the expansion at ∆ ∂ in (26) , one has K j,1 = 0 for all j = 0, . . . , k for some k ∈ N if the symbols satisfy the condition
with |α| = j (29) for all j = 0, . . . , k and all y ∈ M . Using the expression of the symbol expansion after a change of coordinates, it is straightforward to check that this condition is invariant with respect to the choice of coordinates.
A consequence of this Lemma (or another way to state it) is that if K ∈ I s−n−2 (X ×X, ∆ ∂ ) is classical, then its kernel lifts to a conormal polyhomogeneous distribution on the manifold with corners X × 0 X obtained by blowing-up ∆ ∂ inside X × X and
is a subclass of the full 0-calculus of Mazzeo-Melrose [34] , in particular with no interior diagonal singularity. Let us make this more precise:
Lemma 27. Let ∈ −N, then a classical operator K ∈ I (X × X, ∆ ∂ ) with a local symbol expansion (25) has a kernel which lifts to β * K ∈ ρ 
for some smooth K j , in particular using Fourier transform in Z = (x, x , y − y ) one finds that for all k ∈ N, there exists a classical symbol a k (y, ζ)
with a k being equal to k j=0 a k j (y; ζ) when |ζ| > 1 for some homogeneous functions a k j of degree − j. Moreover, the a k j can be extended as homogeneous distribution on R n+2 since they are given by Fourier transforms of the homogeneous distributions K j (y, Z) in the variable Z.
Using that a homogeneous function on R n+2 \{0} which extends as a homogeneous distribution on R n+2 has no log λ terms in (27) , or equivalently satisfies (28) , this ends one way.
To prove the first statement, it suffices to consider the kernel in local coordinates and locally β * K has the structure (30) with no log(ρ ff ) if the local symbol satisfies (29) . Notice that having locally the structure ρ −s ff C ∞ (X × X) for a function is a property which is independent of the choice of coordinates. But from what we just proved above, this implies that in any choice of coordinates the local symbol satisfies (29) .
We shall call the subclass of operators in Lemma 27 the class of log-free classical operators of order ∈ −N, and denote it I lf (X × X, ∆ ∂ ).
For (log-free if s ∈ −N) classical operators in I s (X × X, ∆ ∂ ), there is also a notion of principal symbol which is defined as a homogeneous section of degree s of the conormal bundle N * ∆ ∂ : if a has an expansion a(y, ζ) ∼ ∞ j=0 a s−j (y, ζ) as ζ → ∞ with a s−j homogeneous of degree s − j in ζ, then the principal symbol is given by σ pr (K) = a s . The principal symbol is actually not invariantly defined if one considers K as an extendible distribution on X × X : if a(y, ζ) and a (y, ζ) are two classical symbols for the kernel K, then if Z = (x, x , z) F ζ→Z (a s (y, ζ) − a s (y, ζ)) = 0 when x > 0 and x > 0, thus it is defined only up to this equivalence relation.
To make the correspondence with the 0-calculus of Mazzeo-Melrose [34] , we recall that the normal operator of an operator K ∈ C ∞ (X × 0 X) is given by the restriction to the front face: if y ∈ ∆ ∂ , N y (K) := K| ffy where ff y is the fiber at y of the unit interior pointing spherical normal bundle S + N ∆ ∂ of ∆ ∂ inside X × X, then we remark that the normal operator at y ∈ ∆ ∂ of an admissible operator K ∈ I −n−2 lf (X × X; ∆ ∂ ) is given by the homogeneous function of degree 0 on y, ζ) ).
B.2.
Operators from X to ∂X and conversely. We define operators in I s (X × ∂X, ∆ ∂ ) and I s (∂X × X, ∆ ∂ ) by saying that their respective distributional kernels are the sum of a smooth kernel on X × ∂X (resp. ∂X × X) and of a singular kernel
with a and b some smooth symbols
for all α, β. We shall say they are classical if their symbols have an expansion in homogeneous functions at ζ → ∞, just like above for operators on X. It is easy to see that such operators map respectivelyĊ ∞ (X) to C ∞ (∂X) and
Using the exact same arguments as for operators on X, we have the following Lemma 28. Let ∈ −N, then a classical operator K ∈ I (X × ∂X, ∆ ∂ ) with a local symbol expansion a(y, ζ) ∼ ∞ j=0 a −n−1−j (y, ζ) has a kernel which lifts to β * 1 K ∈ ρ
, then it is the kernel of a classical operator in I (X × ∂X, ∆ ∂ ) with a symbol satisfying (29) for all j ∈ N 0 . The symmetric statement holds for operators in I (∂X × X, ∆ ∂ ).
We shall also call the operators of Lemma 28 log-free classical operators and denote this class by I lf (X × ∂X, ∆ ∂ ) and I lf (∂X × X, ∆ ∂ ).
Notice that, since the restriction of a function in C ∞ (X × 0 X) to the right boundary gives a function in C ∞ (X × 0 ∂X), we deduce that an operator I −n−2 (X ×X, ∆ ∂ ) satisfying condition (29) induces naturally (by restriction to the boundary on the right variable) an operator in (32) . This can also be seen by considering the oscillatory integrals restricted to x = 0 but it is more complicated to prove. B.3. Compositions. We start with a result on the composition of operators mapping from X to M with operators mapping M to M or M toX. This is will be done using the pushforward theorem of Melrose [35, Th. 5]
2 ) be a pseudo-differential operator of negative order with lifted kernel in A
. Then the Schwartz kernels of A • B and C • B lift to polyhomogeneous conormal kernels
) and the index sets satisfy
Proof. The proof is an application of Melrose push-forward theorem. Let us discuss first the composition A • B. We denote by ∆ both the diagonal in M × M and the submanifold {(m, m ) ∈ M × X; m = m }, by (π j ) j=l,c,r the canonical projections of M × M × X obtained by projecting-off the j factor (here l, c, r mean left, center, right), and let
The triple space M × 0 M × 0 X is the iterated blow-up
The submanifolds to blow-up are p-submanifolds, moreover ∆ 3 is contained in each ∆ 2,j and the lifts of ∆ 2,j to the blow-up [M × M × X; ∆ 3 ] are disjoint. Consequently (see for instance [23, Lemma 6.2] ) the order of blow-ups can be commuted and the canonical projections π j lift to maps
which are b-fibrations. The manifold M × 0 M × 0 X has 5 boundary hypersurfaces, the front face ff obtained by blowing up ∆ 3 , the faces lf, cf, rf obtained from the respective blow-up of ∆ 2,l , ∆ 2,c , ∆ 2,r and finally the face rb obtained from the lift of the original face
We denote by ρ f a smooth boundary defining function of the face f ∈ {ff , rf, cf, lf, rb }. If k A and k B are the lifted kernel of A and B to respectively M × 0 M and M × 0 X then it is possible to write the composition as a push-forward
). An easy computation shows that a smooth b-density ω on M × M × X lifts through β to an element
so by considering the lifts through β l , β c , β r of boundary defining functions in M × 0 X, M × 0 X and X × 0 X respectively we deduce that there is some index set
Then from the push-forward theorem of Melrose [35, Th. 5] , we obtain that
and this shows the first composition result for A • B. Remark that to apply [35, Th.5], we need the index of K rf > 0, i.e. E ff + n/2 > 0, but this is automatically satisfied with our assumption that A is a pseudodifferential operator of negative order on M . The second composition result is very similar, except that there are more boundary faces to consider. One defines ∆ 3 := {(m, m , m ) ∈ X × M × X; m = m = m } and let
similarly as before. The triple space is defined like (33) , it has now 6 boundary faces which we denote as in the case above but with the additional face, denoted lb , obtained from the lift of the original boundary M × M × X. The same arguments as above show that the canonical projections from X × 0 M × 0 X obtained by projecting-off one factor lift to b-fibrations β r , β l , β c from the triple space to X × 0 M , M × 0 X and X × 0 X. Like for the case above, one has to push-forward a distribution β * r k C .β * l k B .β * c µ, and a computation gives that there is an index In order to analyze the composition K * K in Subsection 3.2, we use the symbolic approach since it is a slightly more precise (in terms of log terms at the diagonal) than the push-forward Theorem in this case, and a bit easier to compute the principal symbol of the composition. We are led to study the composition between log-free classical operators K and L where
lf (∂X × X) with principal symbols σ K (y; ξ, µ) and σ L (y; ξ, µ). The composition L • K is a classical pseudodifferential operator on ∂X in the class L • K ∈ Ψ −1 (∂X). Moreover the principal symbol of LK is given by
whereσ denotes the Fourier transform of σ in the variable ξ.
Proof. Since the composition with smoothing operators is easier, we essentially need to understand the composition of singular kernels like (31) . Writing the kernel of K and L as a sum of elements K j , L j of the form (31), we are reduced to analyze in a chart U L j K j f (y) = 1 (2π) 2n+2 e ix (ξ −ξ)+iy (µ −µ)+iyµ−iy µ b(y; ξ , µ)χ(x , y )a(y ; ξ, µ )f (y )dy dΩ where dΩ := dy dx dξdξ dµdµ , χ ∈ C ∞ 0 (U ) and a, b are compactly supported in U in the y and y coordinates. If U intersects the boundary ∂X, then χ is supported in x ≥ 0. The kernel of the composition L j K j in the chart U is then We want to prove that c(y, y ; µ) is a symbol of order −1 with an expansion in homogeneous terms in µ as µ → ∞. We shall only consider the case where U ∩ ∂X = ∅ since the other case is simpler. First, remark that in U the function χ can be taken of the form χ(x, y) = ϕ(x)ψ(y) with ψ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R n ) and ϕ ∈ C ∞ 0 ([0, 1)) equal to 1 in [0, 1/2], thereforeχ(ξ, µ) =φ(ξ)ψ(µ) witĥ ψ Schwartz and by integration by parts one also haŝ ϕ(ξ) = 1 iξ (1 +φ (ξ)).
withφ Schwartz. We first claim that |∂ α y ∂ To prove that LK it is a classical operator of order −1 (with an expansion in homogeneous terms), we can modify slightly the usual proof of composition of pseudo-differential operators, like in Theorem 3.4 of [21] . Let θ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R) be an even function equal to 1 near 0. We write for µ = λω with ω ∈ S n−1 F (y, y ) = 1 (2π) 2n+2 e ix (ξ −ξ)−i(µ −µ)(y −y ) χ(x , y )b(y; ξ , µ)a(y ; ξ, µ )dy dx dξdµdµ dξ We can extend ϕ = ∂ x ϕ by 0 on (−∞, 0] to obtain a C ∞ 0 (R) function which vanishes near 0. Since (1 − θ) vanishes near 0, one easily prove that the first integral in (35) is a O(λ −N ) for all N , uniformly in y, y by using integrations by parts N times in ζ and ∂ ζ (e −iλx ζ ) = −iλζe −iλx ζ . Now for the second integral in (35), we use stationary phase in (σ, s), one has for any N ∈ N The integral is well defined and is easily seen (by changing variable ξ → λξ ) to be homogeneous of order −k − j − |α| + 1 for λ = |µ| > 1 . This shows that c 2 (y, y ; µ) has an expansion in homogeneous terms. It remains to deal with c 1 . We first apply stationary phase in (σ, s) variable and we get Sinceθ is Schwartz, the last line clearly has an expansion of the form πλ −1 + O(λ −∞ ) for some constant C, and combining with (39), we deduce that (37) is thus homogeneous of degree λ −j−k−1 modulo O(λ ∞ ). This ends the proof of the fact that KL is a classical pseudodifferential operator on M . Now, we compute the principal symbol. According to the discussion above, it is given by
1 ζ σ L (y; ξ , µ)((1 − θ(ζ))σ K (y; ξ + ζ, µ) + θ(ζ)ζσ K (y; ξ , ζ, µ) dξ dζ +(2π) −2 π σ L (y, ξ , µ)σ K (y; ξ , µ)dξ where ζσ K (y; ξ , ζ, µ) := σ K (y; ξ + ζ, µ) − σ K (y; ξ , µ). Now, it is straightforward to see that this is equal to (34) by using that the Fourier transform of the Heaviside function is the distribution πδ − i/ζ. Notice that the integral (34) makes sense since σ K , σ L are L 2 in the ξ variable.
